Datasheet

NVIDIA Quadro K4200 4GB
Graphics Card
Handle the most
demanding product design
challenges when creating
and rendering large,
complex models with the
NVIDIA® Quadro® K4200
graphics card and its dual
copy-engines for seamless
data movement.

ISV certifications and solid performance.
●
Easily support your professional software application base with
comprehensive ISV certifications. Enjoy faster performance from 4 GB of
GDDR5 GPU memory that allows for fluid and fast handling or rendering of
large models.
Accelerate CUDA computing enabled applications.
●
Get compelling high-performance and 3D visualization computing capability
with 1344 CUDA cores on one single-slot graphics card.
Flexible and easy display management.
●
Drive ultra-high display resolutions like 3840 x 2160 @ 60 Hz with 30-bit color
using a new display engine and DisplayPort 1.2. Easily manage up to three
displays with NVIDIA® Mosaic and NVIDIA® nView® technologies.
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Compatibility

The NVIDIA Quadro K4200 4GB is supported on the following HP Z Workstations: Z230 CMT, Z440, Z640, Z840

Dimensions

Out of Package: 11.11 x 24.13 cm
Count of cartons per pallet layer: 8
Count of layers in pallet: 9
Quantity per Pallet: 72
Packed: 245 x 488 x 230 mm

Weight

Out of Package: 0.461 kg (without extender)

Warranty

The NVIDIA Quadro K4200 has a one-year limited warranty or the remainder of the warranty of the HP product in
which it is installed. Technical support is available seven days a week, 24 hours a day by phone, as well as online
support forums. Parts and labor are available on-site within the next business day. Telephone support is available
for parts diagnosis and installation. Certain restrictions and exclusions apply.

Additional information

P/N: J3G89AA
UPC/EAN code: 888793835814

Country of Origin

China

What's in the box

NVIDIA Quadro K4200 4GB Graphics Card; DP to DVI adapter; Documentation
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